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What is Cross Device?

Cross-Device targeting connects 
multiple devices together by using an 
anonymized version of a user’s email 
address as a connecting key. 



Why do we care?

Nielsen estimates that 
Americans own an 
average of four digital 
devices and engage 
with media content 
across screens for more 
than 60 hours per week.



Mobile is increasingly the most important device



Why do we care?

Mobile is becoming 
the primary device:  
65% of purchasers 
start on their mobile 
phone and make 
purchase on other 
devices.

*Source: Google 



What is an example of Cross-Device? 

           Customer

Can Creative recreate this with 
other examples?



Flavors of cross-device



Beyond the Buzzwords



Identity Matching: Two Main Models

Deterministic Probabilistic
Less accurate, more scaleMore accurate, less scale



Deterministic: Email provides stable ID

________@gmail.com

Desktop Cookie Mobile ID

(HASHED EMAIL)

(HASHED EMAIL)____________@gmail.com



Probabilistic graph

Data

Behavior
Time
Location
Apps
Inferred 
demographics

Algorithm

Correlates data 
between devices

?



Precision vs Scale

$8 CPM + 75% precision = 
$10 effective CPM



Beyond the Buzzwords: Deterministic vs. Probabilistic



Deterministic Data Co-op

Advertiser A

Email adam@email.com - 
Cookie 12345

Advertiser B

Email adam@email.com - 
IDFA 6789

User Profile

adam@email.com
Cookie 12345
IDFA 6789

Advertiser A

Advertiser B

(HASHED EMAIL)

mailto:adam@email.com
mailto:adam@email.com


Hybrid

Deterministic Match Data Hybrid Graph

Device data from 
actual deterministic 
matches.

(HASHED EMAIL)



Important terms



Precision vs Accuracy vs Overlap Rate



Precision vs Accuracy vs Overlap Rate



Precision vs Accuracy vs Overlap Rate



Attribution as important as acquisition



Attribution

Enabling cross device 
attribution gives accurate 
reporting on the path to 
conversions. 



Data onboarding



CRM retargeting



Customer Acquisition and Retention



Travel example: reach and consistency 

“Our customers live in a 
multi-screen world and 
engage across multiple 
devices. We wanted to create 
a seamless experience, 
regardless of device.”

—Casey Ueberroth, CMO, 
Preferred Hotels & Resorts



Travel: mapping the customer lifecycle 

Desktop flight booking Mobile hotel ad Mobile app install ad



Gaming example: LTV > CPI

Reengage dormant users
Compare performance vs 
control by cohort
Measure incremental lift 
vs marketing spend = ROI



Retail example: engage in the right environment 

“With Instagram, you get a better picture of 
where your brand sits; which customers are 
engaged and looking at similar brands; and 
who the influencers are. You gain brand 
exposure in a whole new way.”

-- Olympia Scott, e-commerce manager at 
DL1961



Retail example: prospect on mobile, convert on desktop 

Focus on mobile prospecting 
for targeted reach

Focus on desktop retargeting for 
max conversion rates



B2B example 



CRM retargeting example 

“With AdRoll's CRM data onboarding, 
we were able to extend the reach of 
our database beyond the inbox.” 

—Jordan Yuck, e-commerce and digital 
marketing manager, Kiehl's



Final Takeaways 

Cross device is no longer a nice to have 

There are two models, deterministic and probabilistic, but future is 
probably a hybrid approach

Data co-ops level the playing field and work cross-platform

Don’t do cross-device for cross-device’s sake. What’s your business 
objective?

Balance privacy with personalization. Right to not be surprised.



Thanks!
@adamberke


